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comprehensive and


accessible training


is available to
 

installers of all


ages.”









 









 

“It’s important that
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“As an ATO, it
is Proteus’
responsibility
to retrieve
course fees
from the CITB
on a
contractor’s
behalf. This
funding is















  


























 



paid directly


to the


contractor.”
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SPRA’s qualified





assessors are experts





and all SPRA
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“There are always a
number of companies
out there who really
do understand the
need to invest in
training and to look
after their employees
by paying them a
decent wage.”








trainers and
in single ply roofing
training is based on
Design Guide reviewed every two
years.




























“Industry needs to call
us now and not wait
until tomorrow,
because tomorrow
never comes!”








 


































  








 






 


 




 











 



































































  



 




















































“I’m training top
craftsmen now, and
it’s working. They’re



all geared up for a
key position and

 

eventually we’ll share



responsibilities. They
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will take this business
“It was completely
different to what
I’m used to. There
was a lot of talking
to people one-onone, discussing
business plans and
what you’re going
to do and what
you’re trying to
achieve.”





























over when they’ve
gained enough
experience.”
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“The first results being
seen are now being
eagerly analysed to
reveal common
strengths and
weaknesses in roofers’
knowledge.”
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“Erasmus can bring
new talent into the
business for set
periods of time and
in some cases, help to
identify potential
future employees.”
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“Each part of the
sponsorship
complemented each
other and gave the
learners a stronger
knowledge of their
trade.”
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“Slate from different
countries, different
regions, different
quarries, even
different veins of
rock, will differ
greatly. And some
will be of a much
higher quality than
others.”
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“We have identiﬁed
that water leakage
from ﬂat roofs and
terraces in some new
homes is proving
problematic, with
repair costs totalling
more than £8m last
year.”
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“Following the
recommendations in
the Hackitt Review,
the company and its
distribution network
has noticed a
crackdown on
specification
switching.”
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“The clue is in
the name:
trusted trader
sites are
founded on the
principle of
trust between
businesses and
customers.”
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“What most people   


don’t realise is, the 
 
rooflight industry  


is an unregulated 

one in the UK. This  
 


means there are


sub-standard



products out there 



that may well have 


an attractive price  
 
tag, but are




underdelivering on



quality, efficiency 

   
and most


worryingly, safety.”   
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“When I first came across hook slating, I was
very sceptical of its reliability and integrity
as a sound and quality method of slating a
roof. However, having worked with hooks
for a short time, many advantages over the
traditional, two nail method became
evident.”































  



 

 

































































































“Oversized or irregular
holes will not ﬁrmly
hold the slate in place,
allowing it to move
around. Eventually
the coarse edges of the
holes will wear
through the shaft of
the nail causing
failure of the roof.”

  









 














 
  

 

 


























































 

  







 
Rooflights- ‘Every Little Helps’ in the Sustainable Solution

Product Choice Helps Eliminate Cause for Complaint

With the Government
legislating for the UK
to become net zero
carbon by 2050,
every gram that can
be saved is going to
count. Hambleside
Danelaw’s
Zenon
brand
of
GRP
rooflights is uniquely able to support construction’s contribution, through a raft of
sustainable features & benefits. They are the only brand of GRP in-plane rooflight to
have attained Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) from the Building Research
Establishment (BRE), which means they can tangibly contribute towards a building’s
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Energy Assessment Method) rating. As a
result, Zenon GRP in-plane rooflights contribute a minimum 1.5 points towards
BREEAM when used as part of a metal roof system in the Materials category. They can
further help in the Energy and Health & Wellbeing categories ENE01 and HEA1.
Beyond BREEAM, rooflights reduce the need for supplementary artificial lighting, and
heating. A building with 10% rooflights can require supplementary electric lighting for
30% more hours in a working year than a building with 15% rooflights. It is not just
electrical consumption impacted by using Zenon rooflights. Typically a rooflight can
achieve 1.3W/m2K or better, saving heat energy. Full details of Hambleside Danelaw’s
rooflight sustainable solutions can be found at www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk/zenonrooflights.

Kent roofing contractor Russells of Headcorn
now uses Danelaw LR120 vapour permeable
membrane and dry fix roof ventilation at
valleys, ridge and eaves as standard,
wherever possible, for enhanced employee
and customer satisfaction. “The roofers are
quick to feed back to us how they find
products on site. LR120 is a product they
don’t moan about. If they aren’t complaining,
we’ve got it right!” elaborates estimator Mark
Bottle. “We work with most of the major
housebuilders, and they have all been happy
with its use too, in conjunction with Danelaw
dry fix ventilation solutions at eaves and
ridge. It makes their life easy: the dry fix
option gives them a 10 year guarantee, no
maintenance and eliminates the risks of
remedials inherent with muck work. For us,
the Danelaw products give great value for
money, and have been problem free to
install.” Danelaw LR 120 is a low resistance underlay for slate and tile roofs suitable
for unsupported applications draped over rafters or fully supported over timber sarking
or rigid insulation in compliance with the requirements of BS 5534 Slating and tiling
for pitched roofs. Code of Practice and BS5250 Code of practice for control of
condensation in buildings.




New Glass Skylight FE for Modern Construction Projects

VELUX Modular Skylights Shine a Light on Democracy

The new LAMILUX Glass
Skylight FE is a milestone
in the product development
of LAMILUX flat roof
skylights. Architects and
builders benefit from an
innovative frame profile
and sophisticated design
features. The production of
the skylight involves a new
joining
technology,
allowing the frame sections
to be joined at the corners
without any visible screw
fittings or welding seams.
LAMILUX uses structural
glazing technology, in which the glass pane and frame are bonded to allow rainwater
and dirt to run off all four sides of the flat roof window's smooth surface. The consistent
appearance shows no visible connecting elements whilst the concealed integration of
all drives, cables and other components into the frame of the skylight ensures a
streamlined appearance both externally and for the building's interior design. The new
LAMILUX Glass Skylight FE has won the German Design Award 2019 with its broad
portfolio of glazing and sizes up to 2.5 metres, as well as an extensive choice of colours
for the skylight. Thanks to its simple connections, it is also especially popular with
installers. Tel. 01284 749051 or visit www.lamilux.co.uk.


As
part
of
major
refurbishment works for
Dún Laoghaire–Rathdown
County Council; VELUX
Modular Skylights were
installed to bring natural
light into the County Hall
and new Civic Hub. The
VELUX Modular Skylight
system was specified as
the only skylight system on
the market which could
provide a large-scale, costcompetitive solution for
bringing in natural light effectively. Dún Laoghaire–Rathdown County Council’s
ambitions for the new Civic Hub were to design a new venue for public engagement
and to bring democracy physically closer to its citizens. To deliver upon this promise,
the council designed the new hub as a one-stop-shop for council services related to
living, working, visiting, and doing business in the county. It consequently fell to
Moston Construction, Dún Laoghaire–Rathdown County Council’s Architects’
Department and VELUX Commercial to create a space where this ambition could
actually work. Pamela O’Connor comments: “VELUX Commercial as a company have
been really very good. We were very reassured by their interest in the whole project
and by their interaction and rapid response to any of our queries.” Visit
www.velux.co.uk.



Marley Alutec ‘Flying High’ at Historic Reymerston Hall

The Ultimate in Roof Coating Technology

Marley Alutec’s aluminium
Aligator Ogee 46 gutter system
and Traditional downpipes were
specified for the renovation of
Reymerston Hall, previously
home to James Bond stunt man
and Wing Commander, Sir Ken
Wallis. Selected due to its
specialism in conservation and
heritage properties, Marley
Alutec manufactured bespoke
gutter offsets to accommodate
the difficult building dimensions.
Specified by both contractor, K
M Holbrook and the listed
conservation officer Andrew Gayton, Marley Alutec provided the ideal guttering solution
that integrated the old and new aspects of the building. Liz Holbrook, from contractor’s
K M Holbrook, comments “The Traditional downpipes looked superb alongside the
original elements of the building, while the clean lines of Aligator Ogee No 46 guttering
system helped to create a sleek frame to the building.” Ross Hardingham, Director at
RH Roofing Ltd, the company responsible for installation, commented: “When it comes
to heritage projects, even the most experienced roofing contractor can come across
structural issues and it was great to know that Alutec was there to help if required. I
am pleased to say I have every confidence in the longevity and high-quality of the
products.” Visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk.

With over 20 years’
experience of bringing
quality roofing products
into
the
market,
Cromar’s latest new
product HYDROSIL is
no exception. Hydrosil
is the ultimate high
performance premium
roof coating - silicone
based, it has been
specifically formulated
to deliver outstanding direct bond adhesion over most common roof substrates and
membranes. With superior coverage Hydrosil covers over one and a half times that of
a standard PU coating giving great money saving benefits. This fast curing 100%
silicone roof coating has been developed to form a durable, vapor permeable,
watertight and weatherproof barrier that provides long term resistance to degradation
from natural weathering (including extreme temperatures, UV, rain and snow – handy
for the UK weather). Not only that but it is easy to apply, whether by brush, roller or
spray, and is shower resistant within 60-120 minutes and suitable for foot traffic after
24 hours. The list of benefits seems to be endless, Hydrosil, also has excellent UV
resistance, drying to a grey finish which keeps roof surfaces cooler preventing thermal
shock and extending the life of the roof. For more information on Hydrosil or to book a
demonstration day contact your local Cromar Sales Representative or tel. 01977 663
133 or visit www.cromar.uk.com.



  



 



 
Roofshield Fit for King’s

Sharmans Launches Two New Online Tools

The roofs of the magnificent historic buildings
of King’s College, Cambridge are being
renovated and protected with the combination
of beautiful Collyweston Slate and
Roofshield® membrane. Roofshield has long
been recognised as one of the highest
performing roofing membrane solutions,
providing a pitched roof underlay, which is
both air and vapour permeable. The re-roofing
of Bodley’s Court situated alongside the River
Cam is led by award-winning architectural
practice Donald Insall Associates, specialists
in the care, repair and adaptation of historic buildings. The buildings, which date back
over 100 years, needed re-slating. Donald Insall Associates specified Roofshield, the
renowned pitched roof underlay, for the roof refurbishment. The roof structures of
historic buildings can be complex in nature and demand careful consideration of
moisture management, and condensation control. Many vapour and air permeable
underlays use an airtightVP film layer to achieve their performance, whilst Roofshield’s
patented SMS (Spunbond Meltblown Spunbond) structure allows high levels of airflow,
in addition to the transport of moisture vapour, making the formation of condensation
in the roof space virtually impossible. Nigel Smith, Director of Claude N. Smith
comments, “It has been excellent to work with, is exceptionally strong and durable and
its superior air permeability ensures comprehensive protection for the historic college
buildings.” Visit www.proctorgroup.com, email contact@proctorgroup.com or tel.
01250 872261.

With over 30 years of
experience in the gutter
and
roof
sector,
working alongside its
network of Approved
Contractors, Sharmans
has launched two
contractor support tools
to make life easier: a
Budget Quote tool and
a Surveying & Fitting
Guide. Its new Plygene
Gutterline Surveying & Fitting Guide is an interactive digital system that is easy to
access on mobile or desktop and provides up-to-date installation and support
information for use on site. It has been developed to give a reference point to ensure
the liner is both surveyed and installed quickly and easily. Simple to navigate, it takes
the pressure off the surveyor by ensuring that he has selected the correct watertight
finishing detail, no matter the type of roof. For every metal or asbestos roof build-up,
there is an easily identifiable solution which can be selected at survey stage so that
instructions can be passed to the installer, minimising errors on-site. Technical
Director, Steve Cookson, said: “Using this new Surveying & Fitting Guide will help
contractors to ensure that correct survey details and specification are achieved and
ensures that the system that arrives on site can be fitted with accuracy.” Visit
www.hdsharman.co.uk/the-plygene-gutterline-surveying-and-fitting-guide or
www.hdsharman.co.uk/budget-quote.


Sharmans Launches Online Product Specification Tool with NBS

Rapid-Apply Waterproofing for Training Centre’s New Roof

The leading gutter and roof
refurbishment
systems
manufacturer, Sharmans,
has teamed up with NBS,
the technology platform for
the
UK
construction
industry, to support its
specifier customers with
their project specifications.
Sharmans customers can
now
create
tailored,
accurate and quick specifications for any project where its range of gutter and roof
coating products has been specified. The new online product specification tool uses the
NBS Plus library and NBS Create software that has been seamlessly integrated online
to allow specifiers to create comprehensive, bespoke specifications for their building
projects. Technical Director, Steve Cookson said: “The NBS Plus library and NBS
Create software is the perfect package of writing tools for specifiers. Underpinned by a
comprehensive choice of guarantees, our full range of refurbishment systems ensure
that the right system goes into the right application to give complete peace of mind.”
From the Sharmans website, specifiers can link to the relevant product specifications
for Plygene Gutterline, Delcote gutter and roof coatings, Seamsil and Delglaze. Steve
concludes: “Our partnership with NBS means our customers can create quick and
efficient specifications but we are always on hand to offer our customers extra support
to create bespoke project specifications in the NBS format.” Visit
www.hdsharman.co.uk/nbs-plus-products.


Sika provided the rapid,
watertight roof solution for a
new building within a city
centre firefighting hub. The
Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service depot in Newbridge,
Edinburgh
has
been
equipped with a new training
2
centre. The 800m ‘TSB’
building
required
a
waterproof roof system that
not only offered long-term
protection against the elements, it needed to be quick to install and flexible enough to
accommodate a number of roofing details. Sika-Trocal’s fully-bonded SGK membrane
system proved more than ideal for the task. Main contractor, Robertson Construction,
working on behalf of client Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, appointed Reid Roof Ltd
to carry-out the flat-roof’s installation. Work began in June 2018 and initially involved
applying Sika® S-Vap 5000E SA, a multi-layer, self-adhesive air and vapour control
layer, to the low-pitched roof’s concrete substrate. Comprising polymer-modified
bitumen, glass-fibre mat reinforcement and an aluminum foil as top layer, S-Vap’s
superb strength enables simple, rapid installation and exemplary, airtight roof
construction. Brian Hartie, Contracts Manager at Reid Roof Ltd, said: “Its flexibility in
being able to absorb some intricate roof details was crucial to the project’s success.
It’s a superb, rapid-apply system.” Tel. 01707 394444 or visit www.sika.co.uk.

SikaBit Provides the Ideal Solution

Geocel Airblock Tightens up on Air Tightness

SikaBit, the Safe2Torch reinforced
bitumen roofing system from Sika,
has been used to upgrade the roof
of a social housing block in the
London Borough of Southwark as
part of a full refurbishment project
delivered by Paragon Interserve
(Interserve Construction Ltd).
Located in the busy Camberwell
Road area, Castlemead House was
undergoing
an
internal
refurbishment when Paragon
Interserve called in roofing
contractor, Hambro Roofing to carry out repairs to the roof. It soon became clear that
the condition of the existing felt roof was too poor for remediation with patch repairs,
leading to the installation of a new SikaBit roofing system as an overlay, providing a
like-for-like appearance while upgrading the performance and service life of the existing
roof covering. Craig Smith from Sika explains: “SikaBit’s best-of-both-worlds SBS and
APAO hybrid bitumen technology provided the ideal solution to achieve consistency of
specification while enhancing the roof build-up.” Hambro Roofing proposed using the
SikaBit system for the project after seeing the advantages of the SBS/APAO hybrid
technology, which has been specially-formulated by Sika for the UK market and
Safe2Torch compliance. The system combines the flexibility and tensile strength
benefits of SBS bitumen with the hardwearing properties and U/V stability of APAO.
Visit www.sika.co.uk.

Finding solutions to air leakage in buildings is
increasingly pressing, a requirement which is
now vital due to legislation and mandatory air
leakage testing of new homes, extensions and
commercial buildings. AIRBLOCK Flexible
Foam from sealant and adhesive specialist
Geocel provides a simple and convenient
solution to some of the most common air
leakage points, offering a versatile solution to
filling voids to improve energy efficiency.
Because up to 30% of energy can be lost from
a building through excessive air leakage, Part L
of the building regs requires that new homes
and non-residential buildings must be built
airtight to ensure optimum energy efficiency,
minimize heat loss and reduce energy costs.
The regs include stringent air tightness tests for
new residences and commercial buildings even extensions and alterations - are required
to achieve an air tightness of maximum 10 m3/hr/m2 air loss. Geocel’s AIRBLOCK
Flexible Foam helps fill voids and seal the gaps where air leakage most commonly
occurs – where building services enter and leave the building (such as electrical cables
vents and pipes), gaps around windows and doors, around suspended floors and loft
hatches, even through light fixtures, and is ideal for application in hard to reach areas.





  



 





Brand New and Waterproof Too!

VELUX® Offers 90 Days of Rewards

Bond It, one of the UK’s fastest
growing manufacturers of sealants,
adhesives, waterproofing products
and other building chemicals, has
made another new addition to its
range. Capitalising on the latest
hybrid technology, the business has
just introduced a new D4 classified
PVA Adhesive. A premium grade,
solvent-free formulation, this product
offers waterproofing properties, even
under constant water immersion.
Suitable for interior and exterior
applications, it has a high bond
strength, improved heat resistance
and boasts a 10 minute open time.
Tested to D4 standards, this carries
certification to EN204. Ready to use,
this hybrid PVA is suitable for most
timber construction applications, furniture production, kitchen fit outs, parquet flooring,
window frames, window scantling, door manufacture and solid wood bonding.
Available in four sizes, 125ml, 250ml, 500ml under the Glue Monster banner and as
a 1L under Bond Its adhesive range. More information on Bond It and its range can be
found at www.bond-it.co.uk.

Roof window installers,
builders and homeowners
across the UK and Ireland
can claim £40/€45 worth
of rewards, redeemable at
top brand retailers and
restaurants, every time
they buy a VELUX white
painted window during
autumn. The latest offer
from leading roof window
manufacturer VELUX®
runs during September, October and November and is available on the entire range of
VELUX white painted roof windows, including manual, centre-pivot and top-hung
standard roof windows, combination solutions, and automatic electric and solar VELUX
INTEGRA® roof windows. Rewards can be redeemed at a range of retailers and
restaurants including M&S, Argos, Curry’s PC World, Pizza Express and Tesco. Grant
Sneddon, Product Manager from VELUX said: “For roof window installers across the
UK and Ireland, there has never been a better time to take advantage of the growing
trend of extending your home or converting your attic space to make more space for
growing families.” Speaking on VELUX Rewards, customer Ben Powell, said: “Since the
scheme was first set up I have claimed on as many of the VELUX products as possible,
using them in shops like John Lewis and M&S.” The 13th of December is the last day
customers can submit a claim. Visit www.velux.co.uk/rewards.





Freefoam Working to Help Roofing Merchants Grow

Marley Alutec Provides Bespoke Outlet Solution

Whilst
Freefoam
building
products have traditionally been
available from specialist PVC
suppliers, the more ambitious
roofing and general builders’
merchants are now seeing the
potential and benefits of
stocking fascia, soffit and gutter
alongside their existing ranges.
Based in West London with 12
branches in and around the
capital, Skyline made a strategic
decision to add PVC roofline
products to their range. Greg Homer, General Manager Hanwell branch explained “We
chose Freefoam as our roofline provider because we get a wide and comprehensive
range of products, enabling us to provide the variety our customers need.” Skyline now
holds substantial stocks of PVC roofline products. With an initial installation of bespoke
racking for roofline and rainwater products provided by Skyline for each branch,
alongside training for counter staff and Point of Sale provided by Freefoam, roofline has
quickly become an integral part of the Skyline range. George Langley, Area Sales
Manager Anglia and London summarised “We’ve worked closely with all Skyline
branches to make sure PVC roofline is embedded within the product portfolio by
supporting branch staff with regular visits, keeping them informed of product updates
and helping with merchandising.” To view the video on this visit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhlfMkqobhg&t=12s.


Marley Alutec has designed and
supplied bespoke balcony outlets
for a £30 million London
development on Lea Bridge Road,
known as Motion, in Walthamstow.
Alutec was specified for its high
quality, cost effective aluminium
outlets which, due to design
requirements, were adapted to
enable the concealment of pipe
fixings
and
accept
square
downpipes telescopically. It was M
& E Consultant Michael Howard of
Green Consultancy who specified Alutec for the job. Michael commented: ‘The Alutec
outlets proved to be a cost effective, high quality solution and Alutec’s assistance
helped significantly onsite with design and logistics.’ It was the aesthetic of the
building’s exterior which necessitated the creation of the bespoke outlets and the use
of square downpipes. Joanna Malitzki, Architect at Pollard Thomas Edwards
commented: ‘The building has profiled aluminium façade which steps back on upper
levels. Due to the step back, we undertook quite a few studies looking into the best
layout for the rainwater system.’ The project, which began in late 2017, is now
complete. Alutec have recently launched Elite, a new range of innovative multi-purpose
flat roof and balcony outlets engineered to deliver unrivalled flow performance. Visit
www.marleyalutec.co.uk/products/roof-outlet-systems.

Returning St Joseph’s School to its Former Glory

SFS, Yorkshire Sculpture Park Building Win RIBA Yorkshire
Awards

Generations of school
children
have
attended St Joseph’s
Catholic
Primary
School in Willesden;
so when a fire
destroyed its roof, it
was a blow to both
the current students
and its community.
When selecting the
right roof tiles for the
re-build, it was vital
to find one that matched its Edwardian predecessors to return the building to its former
glory. Ideal for this role, BMI Redland Rosemary Clay Classic tiles were selected by
architect Wilby & Burnett. Like St Joseph’s, the Rosemary clay tile has a long and
distinguished history that stretches back over 180 years. This important project
required a wealth of experience, so Wilby & Burnett worked with the main contractor
Associated Installations and W O’Dwyer to complete the project for the Diocese of
Westminster. “It was noticed from record drawings that the building was not
constructed entirely squarely and that the existing roof pitches varied in different
locations. The roof had to be set out to relate to the existing gables which had to be
retained,” comments architect Bob Ecclestone of Wilby & Burnett. With its new roof in
place, few people today would know that there had been such a devastating fire at the
school. Visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.





The Weston at the
Yorkshire
Sculpture
Park is one of six
buildings nominated
for the 2019 RIBA
Stirling prize. The fall
protection specialist,
SFS, has installed its
unique Soter horizontal
lifeline system on the
new visitor centre and
gallery on the grounds
of Bretton Hall. The
building has already won four RIBA Yorkshire Awards for its design, which fits with the
rural and picturesque surroundings and future vision for the park. SFS and Templar
Roofing Services collaborated to bring the park’s new building to life, installing SFS’s
Soter lifeline system into the natural roofline of the building. By installing the Soter
lifeline system the architectural design of the building is not compromised and the low
height of the system ensures that it is not obtrusive, blending seamlessly into the
structure of the building. Martin Adwick, MD at Templar Roofing Services said, “The
whole process went smoothly, and the finished product blended in well with the green
and brown roof finishes, while allowing future maintenance of the system to be carried
out safely.” Visit www.sfsintec.co.uk.


  





 
Langley Leads the Way in Partnership with Advance TECC
in Trailblazer Roofing Apprenticeship

Glidevale Helps Aran Services to Combat Roofspace
Condensation

As the exclusive flat roofing supplier with CITB
Approved Training Organisation (ATO) status,
Langley Waterproofing has been announced as
the only flat roofing systems provider for the
new Waterproof Membrane Installer course.
Based at the Advance Technical Engineering
and Construction Centre (TECC) in Leyton –
which has excellent transport links to Central
London - the course will be delivered by the
Langley training team. Advance TECC is a
unique partnership between Dudley College of
Technology, London Borough of Waltham Forest
(LBWF), Simian and NOCN Group. Across the
18-24 months to complete the course,
apprentices will be trained in interpreting drawings, measuring and calculating the
required amount of materials for roofing work, how to install vapour control layers,
maintain flat or pitched roofs, and more. Mark Dunn, Head of Training at Langley, said,
“With the skills gap ever increasing as more workers retire and less young people join
the construction industry, it’s crucial that comprehensive and accessible training is
available to installers of all ages.” The Trailblazer Roofing Apprenticeship is a
government-backed initiative, to support further training within the construction
industry. For more information, please contact Mark Dunn on training@langley.co.uk
or visit the Langley Waterproofing Systems website on www.langley.co.uk/training.

Insulation Technicians from
energy
efficiency
and
property improvement firm
Aran Services have been
brushing up their skills in
fitting
Glidevale
tile
ventilators. Working with
local
authorities
and
housing associations across
the UK to make homes more energy efficient, Aran is installing Glidevale roof tile
ventilators for a number of social housing providers’ refurbishment programmes. Where
additional insulation is installed during roofing insulation upgrades, ventilation
requirements change and should conform to standards set out in BS 5250. When
retrofitting, tile and slate ventilators are the easiest way to provide controlled ventilation
and combat harmful condensation that would otherwise form within the roofspace. “We
are pleased to add Glidevale tile ventilation to our range of improvements that we are
able to offer homes and businesses nationwide”, said Alan Phillips, Aran Contracts
Manager. As part of its service to Aran, Glidevale’s Technical Team has undertaken site
surveys and given guidance across various housing developments, to ascertain the type
of tile vents required for the different roofs. Other complimentary technical services
offered by Glidevale include regulations guidance, toolbox talks, CPDs, site take offs,
plot by plot delivery, CAD detailing and U-value calculations. Tel. 0161 905 5700 or
email technical@glidevale.com for more information.





Cromar Win H&B Supplier of the Year Award

Make Sawing Simple with Makita’s New Circular Saws

Cromar Building Products are proud to
announce that they have been awarded
h&b Group’s Supplier of the Year Award
2019.The award, officially known as
the ‘Peter Buttle Supplier of the Year
Award’, was announced on the 18th
September at the annual group activity
event at The Belfry. Daniel Marshall,
Sales Director for Cromar, attended the
event and said: ‘This is an incredibly
proud moment for the company; myself
and the other directors want to thank
everyone at Cromar – this has truly been
a team effort. The company has made a
lot of positive changes and experienced
tremendous growth over the last year
and this award is certainly the icing on
the cake!’ Cliff Cato of the h&b group
commented; ‘The h&b roofing & insulation committee were delighted to nominate
Cromar for group supplier of the year 2019. Cromar are an independent family owned
manufacturer with the same values as many group members, they have fully supported
every initiative the group has undertaken which has benefited both parties and are now
viewed as a strategic partner to the group. The ongoing growth of Cromar’s product
portfolio continues to offer H&B members new and exciting sales opportunities.’ Visit
www.cromar.uk.com.

Powered by Makita’s Twin 18V LXT
battery technology, the DHS782ZJ and
DHS783ZJU are both high-power
cordless circular saws that can be used
across a range of tasks. Makita’s
DHS782ZJ and DHS783ZJU also
utilise 190mm ‘EFFI-CUT’ saw blades –
making them perfect for heavy-duty
applications. For ease of operation, the
DHS782ZJ and DHS783ZJU are
compatible with a Makita guide rail,
without the need for an adapter; so
there is minimal set-up required –
improving on-site efficiency. Both machines include Makita’s innovative Automatic
Torque Drive Technology (ADT), which automatically adjusts the cutting speed of the
machine according to the load conditions. The tools also include an overload warning
lamp, to clearly inform the operator when the load is too high. These features mean
that the tools can continue to operate at their optimum – preventing them from
overloading and overheating and resulting in improved productivity on-site. The
inclusion of Makita’s Brushless Motor ensures that the DHS782ZJ and DHS783ZJU
require minimal maintenance. Due to the omission of brushes within the motor, there
is no friction – this means that no energy is lost through heat production, making the
DHS782ZJ and DHS783ZJU incredibly efficient. This also extends the life cycle of the
machines. Visit www.makitauk.com.

Green Screens Installed on New Housing Estate Provides
Instant Impact

Rooflight Solutions Support College Upgrade Project

Providing Safe Access on Rooftops

Makita Expands its Range of Cordless Machines

A well established and well
respected
college
in
Bury,
Manchester has undergone a period
of renovation and extension to
provide upgraded facilities for its
students.Holy Cross College, a
Catholic sixth form college, saw an
extension join together existing
buildings and create walkways
around a quadrangle all of which
now enjoy the benefits brought by
modern glazing solutions.“Many
solutions had been explored for the
college to make the most of the
space and we were delighted to be involved with the project and ensure that more
natural light was brought into the building,” said Jim Lowther Sales Director, Xtralite.
“We were able to specify the latest rooflight and glazing technologies choosing
materials that were particularly suited to their relevant setting.” Two X-Span canopies,
a thermally enhanced self-supporting rooflight, measuring approximately 16m x 4m
and 23m x 3m were specified over the student walkways with 25mm, 5 wall xstructured protected polycarbonate providing the glazing solution. This allowed natural
light to penetrate into the student circulation area and access to the coffee shop.In
addition, two X3 rooflights were specified in the main building which measured
approximately 3m x 2m and 1m x 2m. Both had double glazed glass, argon filled units
providing enhanced thermal protection. Visit www.xtralite.co.uk.


Kee Walk® Step-overs from Kee Safety, a
leading global supplier of fall protection
solutions, are a range of modular, off the
shelf step-overs that provide a safe means of
access where obstructions exist on a roof,
such as pipework, plant equipment and
conduits. Suitable for use on a variety of roof
types and surfaces including concrete,
membrane, metallic and composite, Kee
Walk® Step-overs accommodate changes in
roof levels to offer a safe, anti-slip, level
walking surface onto and across roofs.
Standard Kee Walk® Step-overs are
available in kit form to accommodate
different height requirements and are
delivered pre-assembled for easy installation.
Each kit includes a double handrail and toeboards for added safety, a choice of nylon or
aluminium treads and base feet options to suit different roof types. Ben Rutter, Product
Manager at Kee Safety Group comments: “There is the ability to meet virtually any
design requirement, with the end result always being a safe, secure and compliant
access platform.” With adjustable step sections, and non-penetrative fixing options,
the step-overs have the inherent flexibility to not only protect those accessing the roof,
but to also protect the roof sheet from unnecessary foot traffic and potential damage
by providing a clearly defined access path. Visit www.keesafety.co.uk.

Makita has added two new products to
its cordless saw range – the Twin 18V
Brushless 305mm Slide Compound
Mitre Saw LXT (DLS211ZU) and the
18V Portable Band Saw LXT
(DPB182Z). The DLS211ZU is a highpower 305mm Slide Compound Mitre
Saw with increased cutting capacity.
For improved operator safety; the
DLS211ZU includes Makita’s AutoStart Wireless System (AWS). AWS
connects the tool to a compatible dust
extractor using a Bluetooth link – and
ensures that when the tool is in use,
the extractor is automatically turned
on to remove any dust produced. The
saw also includes Makita’s new dust extractor clip system – which ensures the
extractor remains securely in place during use. For optimum operation, theDLS211ZU
is a 36V (2 x 18V battery) model, that includes Makita’s Automatic Torque Drive
Technology, which automatically adjusts the saw’s cutting speed according to the load
conditions. Kevin Brannigan, Marketing Manager at Makita comments: “Both the
DLS211ZUand DPB182Z are powered by Makita’s innovative 18V Lithium-ion (LXT)
batteries. The inclusion of LXT means that the DLS211ZU and DPB182Z benefit from
industry leading run times and charge times, and anytime battery charging – improving
on-site efficiency.” Visit www.makitauk.com.




Altus Safety Celebrates 3 Years of Success

New and Improved AH+ Liquid Waterproofing

BMI Delivers High Aesthetic Down by the Waterside

Safety at height experts, Altus Safety, is
celebrating
the
company’s
third
anniversary with figures that reveal the
business is on track for a £2 million
turnover by the end of this year, from a
standing start in August 2016.
Established by directors Simon Mealor
and Mark Weaver, who met while
working at one of Altus Safety’s
competitors, the company has completed
more than 500 safety at height
installations over the past three years.
The pair have grown the business from a
partnership to a full time team of 12,
along with five installation teams, and
Altus Safety has delivered projects for
around 300 customers to date. Simon
Mealor comments: “We turned over £950K within our first 18 months in business,
opened a second office in Reading to serve South East projects after just three months
and, last year, became an MSA Latchways approved installer – gaining a deal that
allows us to install and inspect the industry’s most prestigious brand of safety at height
systems.” It has become a springboard for growth over the past year, with Altus Safety
now working with some of the UK’s most successful construction and roofing
contractors, along with a wide range of facilities management companies, local
authorities and building owners/occupiers.

SIG Design & Technology
are continually innovating to
offer the best products to
our customers. With this in
mind we have launched the
next generation of the
popular liquid waterproofing
system AH+ with improved
levels of robustness and
usability. The new and
improved version is a weton-wet, cold applied liquid
water-proofing
product
that’s fully reinforced with a polyester fabric. An innovative one-component liquid
system it offers many benefits including ease of application, fast curing times and with
low VOC content it is fume free and virtually odourless. It can also be applied in
practically any conditions and at low temperatures. The superior performance of the
liquid waterproofing system makes it ideal for new build or refurbishment projects and
gives superb results with complex detailing. SIG Design & Technology offer a wide
range of liquid waterproofing systems to suit your project with warranties available from
10 to 25 years. Successful liquid roofing applications rely heavily on the contractor
choosing the right product and installing it in the approved manner. The SIG Design &
Technology Accredited Contractor scheme (DATAC) provides assurance that the
company’s roofing systems are correctly installed. Tel. 01509 505714 or visit
www.singleply.co.uk.

Offering a 21st century
modern material performance
with the appearance of a
weathered hand-made tile,
the BMI Redland Heathland
Autumn concrete plain tile from BMI UK & Ireland, the
UK’s largest manufacturer of
flat and pitched roofing and
waterproofing solutions proved ideal for a planningsensitive canal-side housing
development just outside
Oxford. When Aquinna Homes
received planning permission
for an eight-unit development at the Boatyard in Yarnton; it was required to deliver
houses that were in keeping with the local architecture, yet not uniform, as most of the
nearby canal buildings date from different periods and are in different styles. In order to
help achieve this patchwork of housing design, Aquinna opted to build two of the
properties using the Heathland Autumn tile. David Chidlow, Technical Director at
Aquinna Homes, explains, “The planners made it clear that they didn’t want eight boxes
and, with each house having to have a different look, we chose the Heathland tile
because the colour choice is tried and trusted by us, and its sanded finish works well
with the facing brick that we like to use”. Visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.



  



 







Green-tech has supplied 36 1.8m x 1.2m green
screens to Kings Landscapes as part of their
extensive landscape plans for a new housing estate in
the historic town of Wellingborough in
Northamptonshire. Once complete, it will provide
more than 3,650 new homes, 1.5m sq ft of
industrial, leisure, retail and office space and create
around 3,000 new jobs. It will also bring new public
parks, schools, a doctor’s surgery and much more.
Leading Landscape Contractor Kings Landscapes
was contracted to complete the extensive
landscaping on behalf of Bovis Homes. This included
finding a way to screen off a concrete retaining wall
which was visible from the road. They wanted a
solution that would provide instant impact and
turned to Green-tech for advice. Green-tech suggested and supplied their Ivy Green
Screens which are perfect for landscaping work or projects where an instant privacy
green fence is required. They are simply inserted into the ground without the
requirement for pot or planter and they have specially selected growing media which
contains controlled release fertiliser and wetting agents to aid rapid establishment. Ian
Davis, Contracts Manager from Kings Landscapes commented, “The screens are very
effective and we would definitely use them again.” Visit www.green-tech.co.uk/greenroofs-and-living-walls/green-walls-and-ivy-screens.



Permaroof Reveals its Exciting Growth Plans Following
Strategic Appointment
The UK’s leading importer and
distributor
of
Firestone
RubberCover roofing products,
Permaroof, has made a
strategic appointment to its
sales team in line with its
ambitious expansion plans –
with the firm also looking to fill
a further four vacancies due to
its continued growth. Terry
O’Hare – who has more than
25 years’ experience in sales,
with around 16 years being
within the roofline and
fenestration industry – has joined Permaroof as regional sales manager, covering the
south of England to help cement and further develop the firm’s presence in the region
through strong relationships with both merchant stockists and installers. Terry – who
previously worked at SIG Building Plastics/General All-Purpose Plastics (GAP) for 10
years, where he specialised in flat roofing – said: “This is an exciting time to be joining
Permaroof. The company has big plans for the future and I’m looking forward to being
part of those ambitions.” To apply for one of the four vacancies, please send your CV
and a cover letter to Sharon Hawkes at sharon@permaroof.co.uk or tel. 01773
608839. For further information on Permaroof UK, visit www.permaroof.co.uk.




  







 
Samac Brings Innovative Lead Replacement Product to the
UK Market
Samac is delighted to be bringing lead
replacement system Rooftec Flex to the UK
market for the first time. Already widely used
across Europe, it provides a high-quality
replacement for traditional lead, the use of
which has issues such as its toxic properties
and theft due to the high scrap prices. Unlike
other lead replacement products, Rooftec Flex
is made from the extremely durable EPDM
(ethylene propylene diene monomer), a
material that is already extensively used in flat
roofing systems. With a core of expanded
aluminium mesh, it has exceptional strength,
flexibility and life expectancy, is lightweight,
available in long roll lengths, quick and easy to
install, and is suitable for use anywhere that
lead would have been the traditional option, such as chimneys, dormers, ridges, roof
abutments, valleys and skylights. Additionally, with EPDM and aluminium both being
environmentally friendly materials, Rooftec Flex is a suitable choice to add to
sustainable product ranges. James Robinson, Sales and Marketing Manager at Samac,
commented: “It’s the EPDM that makes it stand out from other similar lead
replacement systems, as it’s a material that’s already tried and tested by those who will
be using it, making it an easy option to switch to.” Visit www.samacfixings.co.uk.



Topping Things Off at Temple Farm Development


 









In 2015, planning permission was
granted for the Temple Farm site
in Chelmsford. Now, the project
has entered its final phase,
marking the culmination of a fiveyear build. As part of the
development, the site has had a
high-quality green roof installed by
leading supplier, Eco Green Roofs.
The pioneering bio-diverse green
roofing solution was installed
above the residential blocks of the
development. The eye-catching
green roof was specifically
designed to boost levels of flora
and fauna in the local area. What’s more, the roof contributes improved drainage with
better mitigation of storm-water runoff, which alongside waterproofing systems and
excellent installation helped ensure the client achieved the project’s ‘Outstanding’
BREEAM rating and a 0.10 U-value. Eco Green Roofs’ roofing solution was
manufactured from a number of sustainable materials. Speaking on the project,
Jonathon Woods, MD of Contour Roofing (Essex) Ltd commented: “I’d like to thank
everyone who was involved for helping us achieve all the relevant standards and
requirements. This extends to the work of Eco Green Roofs, who have supplied a
roofing solution that boast excellent workmanship, clever design revisions and
outstanding environmental credentials.” Visit www.egr.co.uk.


VELUX and Guardian Warm Roof Join Forces

Moorland Slates Rise to the Challenge

Leading roof window manufacturer VELUX
Company Ltd and lightweight roof
replacement firm Guardian Warm Roof are
joining forces to help create the perfect indoor
environment for homeowners. The new
partnership means that Guardian Warm Roof
will now exclusively fit VELUX roof widows in
their range of roof and extension projects
across the UK and Ireland. Both brands share
a passion for creating better living
environments for homeowners and have a
reputation for quality and innovation within
the industry. VELUX products include roof
windows and decorative blinds, sun screening
products and roller shutters, as well as
installation and smart home solutions. VELUX
MD Mick Schou Rasmussen said: “It’s an
exciting opportunity to work collaboratively
with our combined communities of installers and fabricators, share knowledge and
collectively learn in the fast-paced home improvement market and create even better
living spaces together.” Guardian M.D. Joe Kearney said: “From the moment we started
talking about how we might work more closely together we quickly realised there was
an obvious synergy, not least in our longevity and the seamless integration of our
products. This common purpose gives homeowners and installers complete peace of
mind.” Visit www.guardianroof.co.uk/VELUX and www.velux.co.uk/guardian.

A recent David Wilson
Homes’ development
highlights how flexible
and
accommodating
Cembrit fibre cement
slates are, as the highquality Moorland slates
have
overcome
a
challenging
roofing
system to provide a
wind-tight
and
aesthetically pleasing
finish.
With
David
Wilson Homes having
previously used Cembrit Moorland slates, the house builder decided to specify this
product range once again, and turned to main contractor, Avonside Roofing to install
the slates on what was a challenging roof. The roofing design, which featured pitches
ranging from 35° to 57°, also consisted of dormer windows, vents, verges, hips,
abutments, and valleys. Chris Hawkes, Commercial Manager at Avonside Roofing says,
“We cut the double slates down to a slate and a half at the verges, as well as for the
valleys, hips, loft windows, dormers, and abutments. This process provides wind uplift
resistance, which helps in creating a long-lasting roof covering. We also installed
Cembrit low profile roof slope vents for adequate ventilation. The Cembrit slates were
extremely easy to cut and fix, and we are extremely pleased with the end result.” Visit
www.cembrit.co.uk, email sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel. 020 3372 2300.


SIG Roofing Announces Next Phase of Branch
Refurbishments

Self-Adhesive Vapour Control Layer Delivers Time Saving
Benefits



SIG Roofing has confirmed the
next five branches to be
refurbished as part of its
exciting
programme
of
investment in its UK branch
network. The refurbishments
will take place throughout
October, with a total of 24
branches set to be modernised
by early 2020. The updated
branches will ensure roofers
will benefit from more
availability
on
leading
products in store, such as
everyday essentials as well as improved services in branch. The branches benefiting
from the next set of refurbishments are Stratford, Kings Langley, Hull, Rotherham and
Derby. The refreshed design will offer an organised layout, allowing roofers to find what
they need quickly and efficiently allowing more time to be spent on the job. Also, to
make the time in branch that bit more enjoyable there will a dedicated space to serve
refreshments to maximise comfort. Stuart Base, Marketing Director for SIG Roofing,
commented: “Alongside a refreshed aesthetic, the branches will also be offering a wide
range of new, innovative products; something we’re sure will help us improve even
further our offering to customers.” Visit www.sigroofing.co.uk or follow @sigroofing
on twitter / SIG Roofing on LinkedIn.






































































































Marley Alutec Introduces Two Day Delivery for Key Products

Monstrously Good Tape





































































































 

Marley Alutec, the UK leader
in innovative aluminium
rainwater and eaves solutions
is reducing delivery times
from five working days to two
working
days
for
the
company’s most popular
product ranges. Effective
immediately, the lead times
for selected products in
Marley
Alutec’s
Evolve,
Traditional, Aligator, Tudor
and Elite ranges have been
reduced to two working days,
subject to the order being place before 12 noon*. The new lead times apply to Marley
Alutec’s easy to install Evolve range of gutter systems in Heritage Black and Anthracite
Grey (RAL7016) as well as a select number of popular sizes in the company’s cast iron
alternative Traditional range in Half Round and Moulded Ogee profiles and Marley
Alutec’s snap-fit Aligator Classic gutter systems. Kevin Stanley, Head of Operations and
Customer Service at Marley Alutec, said: “Instead of having to miss project deadlines,
we have invested in our stock and delivery times to make sure this is no longer an issue.
Reducing our delivery times from five to two days is testament to our commitment to
provide outstanding service by working closely with our customers to understand their
specific requirements.” *Subject to stock availability. Visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk.

Bond It, one of the UK’s
fastest growing manufacturers
of
sealants,
adhesives,
waterproofing products and
other building chemicals, has
made yet another new
addition to its growing
portfolio. Complimenting the
already established Tigris
Tapes Range, they are now
offering Monster Tape, a high
strength waterproof duct
tape.Rubber based, easy tear,
heavy duty quality with high
tack for binding, fixing,
sealing, repairing, joining,
protecting, marking and much
more. This monstrously good tape provides long lasting adhesion on most substrates,
including rough and uneven surfaces, as well as on wet and damp surfaces. It is water
resistant and will withstand short term water exposure from rain showers.Easy to work
with as it has no fiddly backing tape to remove. Eye catching point of display box
containing 12 rolls of 11M tape. More information on Bond It and its range can be
found at www.bond-it.co.uk.
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Protect Membranes, UK producer of roofing and construction membranes, has
introduced Protect VB200, a reflective air and vapour control layerwith an integral selfsealing adhesive backing, designed for use in eithera flat warm roof construction or on
walls, floors and ceilings where bonding the membrane to the substrate would be
beneficial. Protect VB200 features a high purity foil surface on both front and back of
the membrane, to provide thermal enhancement if used with an unventilated airspace.
As a bitumen-free product, Protect VB200 features a reinforcement grid for added
stability yet is lightweight for ease of installation and can be walked upon straight after
installation on a flat roof. Cold applied, without the requirement for heat, Protect
VB200 does not need an additional primer in many instances, thereby providing time
saving and efficiency benefits.
John Mellor, Protect Product Manager comments, “Protect VB200 delivers many
advantages over traditional bitumen based membranes. With wide appeal across
multiple applications, the high-tack self-adhesive used ensures an airtight system is
achieved with excellent vapour resistance. This not only provides energy saving
performance but helps avoid condensation risk.”
CE marked and available in 1.5m wide and 50m lengths for ease of handling, Protect
VB200 is suitable to be used in high humidity and vapour loaded areas such as
swimming pools, kitchens and bathrooms. The product can be installed on a warm flat
roof deck unrestricted throughout the UK and Ireland in wind uplift zones 1-5 to BS
5534.
To request U-value calculations and for details of how Protect products can be
incorporated into flat roof, wall, floor or ceiling applications within new build
commercial, residential or public sector builds please contact us. Visit
www.protectmembranes.com, email technical@protectmembranes.com or tel. 0161
905 5700, quoting ‘Protect VB200.’



  







